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Gel insulated branch joints for single-core and multi-cores low voltage cable 0,6/1 kV
up to five cores.
The innovative insulated branch connectors supplied included with the joints,  allow
branch jointings without interruption of the main cable and guarantee the double
insulation and the right positioning and blocking of the cable inside the joint.
The allen key needed to screw down the screw of the connectors is supplied in the
kit and reduce the need of tools to complete the jointing.

Five-cores insulated branch connectors for joints SHARK
516Y and SHARK 535Y.
Brass metallic contacts with screw and self-extinguishing
insulated external body made of PA 6.6 V0.
For branch jointing of cable up to fice cores without
interuption of the main cable.
Allen key supplied included in the kit.

Single-core insulated connector for SHARK 150Y.
Brass metallic contact with screw and self-extinguishing
insulated external body made of PA 6.6 V0. For branch
jointing of single-core cable without interuption of the
main cable.
Allen key supplied included in the kit.

Technical characteristics
- Integrated insulated five-cores branch connector included;
- Double insulation guaranteed with the use of insulated connectors supplied.
- Conformity with standard CEI EN 50393
- Self extinguishing in accordance with EN 60695-2-11;
-    Low smokes and gases emission in accordance with standard CEI-20-37/2-1 and

CEI 20-37/7;
- Operative temperature range:  -20°C a +90°C

Applications
- Straight and branch jointings on single and multi-core low voltage cable up to

0,6/1 kV.
- For overhead, direct-buried, underground and immersed installations.
- Pubblic and private street lighting plants, lighting plants in galleries and in every

place with fire risk.
Advantages

- Reaccesible
- No mixing and casting resins
- Fast and easy mounting
- Without expiry date
- Reduced numbers of tools needed

A vertical separator and an horizontal separator are also always supplied loose in the
kit. Assembled together, they guarantee the blocking of the cable and the insulation
among the cores (as well as in the SHARK Classic Line), when the insulated five-core
branch connectors supplied is not used.

The nylon cable-ties supplied with the kit, inserted and fastened  in the side slits of
the jointing-box, guarantee the re-opening of the joint only with the use of a tool, as
specified by international standard IEC 364 (Safety of Electrical Installation).
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DIMENSIONS IN mm145
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3
2

Applications
Branch joint for single core low voltage cable 0,6/1 kV up to 50 sqmm. The insulated
mechanical connector supplied included in the kit, guarantees the double insulation
and allows branch jointings without interrupting the main cable.
The special connector’s seats inside the ribs joints, allows the right positioning  and
the blocking of the cable.

Technical characteristics
- Insulated mechanical  branch connector and al len key included
- Double insulation guaranteed with the use of insulated connector supplied
-  Conformity with standard CEI EN 50393
- Self extinguishing in accordance with EN 60695-2-11;
-    Low smokes and gases emission in accordance with standard CEI-20-37/2-1 and

CEI 20-37/7;
- Operative temperature range:  -20°C a +90°C

WITH CRIMPING*

CONNECTOR
1 x 50 mm2 1 x 16 ÷ 50 mm2

Kit contents:
- Gel insulated joint;

- Five cores insulated connector;
- Allen key;

- Cable ties;
- Mounting instruction;

MAIN CABLE BRANCH CABLE

* For the choise of a crimping or of another kind of connector, verify that  dimension
of the connector fits in the stopping ribs inside the joint box.

WITH INCLUDED

INSULATED CONNECTOR

MAIN CABLE NON
ITERRUPTED

BRANCH CABLE

BRANCH CABLE
MAIN CABLE
ITERRUPTED

1 x 6 ÷ 50 mm2 1 x 1,5 ÷ 6 mm2

1 x 6 ÷ 25 mm2 1 x 6 ÷ 25 mm2

art. SH6150
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535Y

CON MORSETTIERA

ISOLATA A CORREDO
CAVO DERIVATOCAVO PASSANTE

INTERROTTO

CAVO DERIVATO
CAVO PASSANTE

INTERROTTO

DIMENSIONS IN mm220
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Applications
Branch joint for multi-core low voltage cable 0,6/1 kV up to five cores 16 sqmm.
The innovative insulated five-core mechanical branch connector supplied in the kit,
guarantees the blocking of the cable inside the joint box, the double insulation and
allows branch jointings without interrupting the main cable.
A vertical separator and an horizontal separator are also always supplied loose in the
kit. Assembled together, they guarantee the blocking of the cable and the insulation
among the cores, when the insulated five-core branch connectors supplied is not
used.

Technical characteristics
- Five - cores insulated branch connector and al len key included
- Double insulation guaranteed with the use of insulated connector supplied
- Conformity with standard CEI EN 50393
- Self extinguishing in accordance with EN 60695-2-11;
-    Low smokes and gases emission in accordance with standard CEI-20-37/2-1 and

CEI 20-37/7;
- Operative temperature range:  -20°C a +90°C

Kit contents :
- Gel insulated joint;
- Five cores insulated branch connector;
- Allen key;
- Vertical and horizontal separators;
- Cable ties;
- Mounting instruction;

Applications
Branch joint for multi-core low voltage cable 0,6/1 kV up to five cores 35 sqmm. The
innovative insulated five-core mechanical branch connector supplied in the kit,
guarantees the blocking of the cable inside the joint box, the double insulation and
allows branch jointings without interrupting the main cable.
A vertical separator and an horizontal separator are also always supplied loose in the
kit. Assembled together, they guarantee the blocking of the cable and the insulation
among the cores, when the insulated five-core branch connectors supplied is not
used.

Technical characteristics
- Five - cores insulated branch connector and al len key included
- Double insulation guaranteed with the use of insulated connector supplied
- Conformity with standard CEI EN 50393
- Self extinguishing in accordance with EN 60695-2-11;
-    Low smokes and gases emission in accordance with standard CEI-20-37/2-1 and

CEI 20-37/7;
- Operative temperature range:  -20°C a +90°C

Kit contents :
- Gel insulated joint;
- Five cores insulated branch connector;
- Allen key;
- Vertical and horizontal separators;
- Cable ties;
- Mounting instruction;

WITH INCLUDED

INSULATED CONNECTOR

2 ÷ 5 x 6 ÷ 16 mm2 2 ÷ 5 x 2,5 ÷ 16 mm2

MAIN CABLE NON
ITERRUPTED

BRANCH CABLE

2 ÷ 5 x 6 ÷ 10 mm2 2 ÷ 5 x 2,5 ÷ 10 mm2

BRANCH CABLE
MAIN CABLE
ITERRUPTED

WITH INCLUDED

INSULATED CONNECTOR
2 ÷ 5 x 16 ÷ 35 mm2 2 ÷ 5 x 2,5 ÷ 35 mm2

MAIN CABLE NON
ITERRUPTED

BRANCH CABLE

2 ÷ 5 x 16 ÷ 25 mm2 2 ÷ 5 x 2,5 ÷ 25 mm2

BRANCH CABLE
MAIN CABLE
ITERRUPTED

DIMENSIONS IN mm

art. SH6516

art. SH6535


